Gamma matrices for quantum Minkowski spaces are found. The invariance of the corresponding Dirac operator is proven. We introduce momenta for spin 1/2 particles and get (in certain cases) formal solutions of the Dirac equation.
Introduction
It is widely recognized that geometry of space-time should drastically change at very small distances, comparable with Planck's length. On the other hand there is no satisfactory physical theory which would describe such a change. A lot of effort was devoted to simple physical models describing possible changes of geometry which can occur. One of possibilities is provided by the theory of quantum groups: the related examples of quantum space-times have a (quantum) group of symmetries which can be as big as the classical Poincaré group. If we want to have a quantum space-time which has exactly the same properties as the classical Minkowski space endowed with the action of (spinorial) Poincaré group, we get the classification of quantum Minkowski spaces and quantum Poincaré groups given in [7] . The related differential structure on quantum Minkowski spaces was determined in [8] . Therefore we are able to write Klein-Gordon equation for spin 0 particles and solve it (at least formally) in many cases. The same holds for Dirac equation for spin 1/2 particles provided we are able to find the gamma matrices (and certain other objects). This remaining task is undertaken in the present paper. In Section 1 we recall the theory of quantum Minkowski spaces and quantum Poincaré groups. In Section 2 we prove that the requirement of invariance of the Dirac operator determines all the gamma matrices up to two constants a, b ∈ C. The square of the Dirac operator is equal to the Laplacian (as in the classical case) if and only if ab = 1. The normalization a = b = 1 is chosen. We study certain expressions like the deformed Lagrangian. In Section 3 we get (in certain cases) formal solutions of the Dirac equation and introduce the momenta for spin 1/2 particles.
The gamma matrices for the example of the standard q-Lorentz group and q-Minkowski space ( [5] , [3] ) were considered in [3] (cf. also [12] , [11] , [1] ). This case however doesn't fall into our scheme (the corresponding q-Poincaré group contains dilatations) and involves essentially only one 2-dimensional Rmatrix (while in our considerations we have two independent 2-dimensional R-matrices: L and X).
The gamma matrices (given by (2.25) and (2.9)) and relations among them (the condition 2. of Theorem 2.2 and (2.7)) were announced in [9] . Recently, when the present paper was essentially completed, some gamma matrices (satisfying a condition like the condition 2. of Theorem 2.2) appeared also in [2] . That paper contains explicit formulae for the gamma matrices and metric tensor in some cases. Also the transformation properties are discussed there.
We sum over repeated indices (Einstein's convention). If V, W are vector spaces then τ : V ⊗ W → W ⊗ V is given by τ (x ⊗ y) = y ⊗ x, x ∈ V , y ∈ W . We denote the unit N ×N matrix by
We set dim v = N. If A is a * -algebra then the conjugate of v is defined asv ∈ M N (A) wherev
We write a ∼ b if a, b are proportional, i.e. a = kb for k ∈ R * . Throughout the paper quantum groups H are abstract objects described by the corresponding Hopf * -algebras Poly(H) = (A, ∆). We denote by ∆, ε, S the comultiplication, the counit and the coinverse of Poly(H). In particular, S is invertible (
The conjugate of a representation and tensor products of representations are also representations. If v, w ∈ Rep H, dim v = N, dim w = M, then we say that A ∈ M M ×N (C) intertwines v with w if Av = wA. We say that v, w are equivalent (v ≃ w) if such A can be chosen as invertible. For ρ ∈ A ′ (the dual vector space of A), a ∈ A, we set ρ * a = (id ⊗ ρ)∆a, a * ρ = (ρ ⊗ id)∆a.
Quantum Lorentz and Poincaré groups
In this section we recall the definitions and properties of quantum Lorentz and Poincaré groups as well as quantum Minkowski spaces. These objects are the natural generalizations of the standard objects known from the relativistic physics.
Quantum Lorentz groups are defined as quantum groups with the same properties as the classical Lorentz group SL(2, C) [13] . The classification of quantum Lorentz groups is given as follows [13] . The set A of polynomials on a quantum Lorentz group is the universal unital * -algebra generated by w AB , A, B = 1, 2, satisfying
A, B, C, D, K, L = 1, 2, where the matrices E ∈ M 4×1 (C), E ′ ∈ M 1×4 (C), X ∈ M 4×4 (C) are given (up to a nonzero factor) in [13] . The set A becomes a Hopf * -algebra if we define the comultiplication and the counit in such a way that w becomes a representation, i.e. (1.4)
The equations (1.1)-(1.3) can be also written as
In particular, setting
are the matrix elements of the fundamental representation of SL(2, C), i.e. w
For any quantum Lorentz group we define its representation Λ as
where
are the Pauli matrices. ThenΛ = Λ is irreducible.
In the next step we introduce the quantum Poincaré groups, i.e. the quantum groups with the properties of the (spinorial) Poincaré group. Their definition and (almost complete) classification are given in [7] . It turns out that each quantum Poincaré group is related to one of quantum Lorentz groups described by E, E ′ and X = τ Q ′ as follows:
E, E ′ as above , Q
e 1 , e 2 form the standard basis of C 2 , e 1 , e 2 the corresponding dual basis of (C 2 ) * , c ∈ R * (cf. Remark below). One has q = 1 in the cases 1)-4) and q = −1 for 5)-7). We set q 1/2 = 1 for q = 1 and q 1/2 = i for q = −1. The set B of polynomials on a quantum Poincaré group is the universal unital * -algebra generated by A and y i , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, satisfying I B = I A , 10) where
ABCD ∈ C (for given quantum Lorentz group and s), A, B, C, D = 1, 2, are provided in [7] (for c, k = 1). Then B becomes a Hopf * -algebra if we define the comultiplication and counit in such a way that 11) and (1.4) holds.
Remark. We set c = k = 1 for the objects considered in [7] . The objects with c, k ∈ R * (c = 1 in cases 1)5)7)) are isomorphic to those with c = k = 1 in the following way:
One should mention that formally taking k −→ 0, next c −→ 0 (in cases 2)3)4)) or t −→ 1 (in case 1)), we can deform all the objects related to the cases 1)-4) with s = 1 (and any allowed H, T ) to the classical case [ 1) , s = t = 1, H = T = 0]. Therefore k, c and 1 − t can serve as small deformation parameters.
In particular, H = T = 0 is always allowed. If in addition we consider the classical Lorentz group and s = 1, we get the classical (spinorial) Poincaré group. It is defined as
4 (we treat λ g as mapping from R 4 into R 4 ). The group P is the double covering of the (connected component of) vectorial Poincaré groupP
. This covering π : P −→P is defined by π(g, a) = (λ g , a). We should mention that P is more important in quantum field theory thanP . In these notations
. Then the relations (1.1)-(1.3) and (1.8)-(1.9) express the commutativity of our algebra (R = τ , G = τ , Z = 0 in this case). The case 1), s = 1, 0 < t < 1, H = T = 0, corresponds to the quantum Poincaré group of [4] .
Finally, we pass to quantum Minkowski spaces, i.e. the quantum analogues of the Minkowski space. Their definition and properties are also given in [7] . According to [7] , each quantum Poincaré group admits exactly one quantum Minkowski space. The set C of polynomials on a quantum Minkowski space is introduced as the universal unital * -algebra generated by x i , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, satisfying the relations
The action of the quantum Poincaré group on the quantum Minkowski space is given by the unital
(1.14)
In particular, for the classical Poincaré group we get the classical Minkowski space M = R 4 . Then x i are the coordinates on M:
for f ∈ C. Let us recall [8] that 4-dimensional covariant differential calculus on a quantum Minkowski space exists if and only if
This requirement singles out some quantum Poincaré groups which are described after the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [8] (in particular, the trivial choice H = T = 0 is always allowed). From now on we limit ourselves to quantum Poincaré groups and quantum Minkowski spaces withF = 0. Then for given quantum Minkowski space the 4-dimensional covariant differential calculus exists and is unique. It is described by partial derivatives ∂ i : C −→ C, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, which are determined by the following properties:
The ∂ i satisfy the following covariance property
According to Proposition 3.1.2 of [8] , its proof and [7] , ∂ i can be also obtained as follows. We setG = (
In practical computations one can use the formula
where ρ j k : C −→ C also appear in the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [8] . The metric tensor is defined [8] as an invertible matrix g = (g ij ) 3
i,j=0 ∈ M 4×4 (C) such that its matrix entries g ij satisfy the invariance and selfadjointness conditions:
Such g is unique up to a nonzero real multiplicative factor. It satisfies Rg = g. Here we choose it as
(cf. [8] and Remark below). Matrix elements of g −1 are denoted by g ij . The Laplacian is given [8] as
It is invariant and commutes with partial derivatives:
(1.26)
(1.27)
According to [7] and [8] , the "sizes" of all our constructions are the same as for the classical Poincaré group, the classical Minkowski space and the standard differential calculus on it (we consider only the polynomial functions).
Remark. The factor (-2) in (1.24) gives the standard metric tensor g = diag(1, −1, −1, −1) for the classical Poincaré group and was taken into account in the expression for a propagator near the end of Section 4 of [8] . However, it was not fixed in the considerations after (3.8) of [8] .
In particular cases the metric tensor g = (g ij )
(q = 1 for 1)-4) and q = −1 for 5)-7)).
Invariance of the Dirac operator
In this section we prove that the requirement of invariance of the Dirac operator ∂ / determines all the gamma matrices up to two constants. Then using the condition ∂ / 2 = P we provide the exact form of the gamma matrices. We also study certain expressions like the deformed Lagrangian. We shall consider gamma matrices γ i ∈ M 4×4 (C), i = 0, 1, 2, 3. At the moment they are not determined yet. The Dirac operator has form ∂ / = γ i ⊗∂ i (cf. [8] ). It acts on bispinor functions φ ∈C ≡ C 4 ⊗ C (in a more advanced approach we should consider square integrable functions φ).
In the classical case the Poincaré group P acts onC as follows:
, S is a representation of the Lorentz group SL(2, C) acting in the space C 4 = C 2 ⊕ C 2 of bispinors, S ≃ w ⊕w (undotted and dotted spinors). Writing φ = ε a ⊗ φ a where ε a , a = 1, 2, 3, 4, form the standard basis of C 4 , replacing x by p −1 x and then p by p −1 , using (1.15) and setting
where G = (S −1 ) T ≃ w ⊕w (cf. remarks after (2.3)). For the general quantum Minkowski space we define the actionΨ :C −→ B ⊗C of quantum Poincaré group onC by (2.2) where G is a representation equivalent to w ⊕w. For the future convenience we choose
where c w = (w T ) −1 . We notice that (1.5) implies (here we treat E as 2 × 2 matrix and then [13] 
In the classical case one has the invariance of the Dirac operator:
Then assuming that φ satisfies the Dirac equation (i∂ / − m)φ = 0, we get
i.e. φ ′ also satisfies the Dirac equation. It means that the Dirac equation is invariant. On the other hand using (2.1), the invariance condition (2.6) is equivalent toΨ
We set (2.7) as the condition of invariance of the Dirac operator for the general quantum Minkowski space. The main result of the present Section is contained in Theorem 2.1 The following are equivalent:
The Dirac operator is invariant (i.e. (2.7) is satisfied)
2.
Proof. Setting φ = ε a ⊗ φ a and using (2.2), one easily checks that the LHS of (2.7) equals
Similarly, using (2.2) and (1.18), we obtain that the RHS of (2.7) is equal to
In this case (2.7) (i.e. the equality of (2.10) and (2.11)) yields
On the other hand (2.12) implies that (2.10) equals (2.11) and (2.7) follows (for general φ). Therefore (2.7) and (2.12) are equivalent. Setting
we can write (2.12) as
using (1.6) and (2.3), (2.14) can be translated as
According to (2.5) and Proposition 2.1 of [7] (cf. also [13] ), c w ⊗ w ⊗w ≃ (w 1 ⊗w) ⊕w,w ⊗ w ⊗w ≃ (w ⊗ w 1 ) ⊕ w (decompositions into irreducible components, we use the notation of Proposition 2.1 of [7] ). Thus 
a, b ∈ C, where additional scalar factors 2, q −1/2 are added for future convenience. Using (2.13), (2.15) and (1.7), we finally get (2.8).
P.
In the standard Dirac theory ∂ / 2 = P . We set this as the additional condition for our gamma matrices. Then the Dirac equation (i∂ / − m)φ = 0 implies (formally) the Klein-Gordon equation ( P + m 2 )φ = 0.
Theorem 2.2 Assume (2.8).
The following are equivalent:
3. ab = 1.
Remark. The condition 2 was considered in [8] (cf. [10] , [11] ). For the classical Poincaré group it gives the standard relation
Proof. According to [8] , the condition 2 implies the condition 1. Conversely, assume that the condition 1 holds. Applying its both sides to x m x n , using (1.16), (1.17) and Rg = g, we get the condition 2. It remains to prove the equivalence of conditions 2 and 3.
Using (2.13), it is easy to check that the condition 2 is equivalent to
In virtue of (2.15), (2.20) can be translated as
This in turn means that
But we can write
and the 16 relations (2.1), (2.3)-(2.9), (2.17)-(2.20) and (2.35)-(2.38) of [7] , after some computations we get that the left hand sides of (2.22),(2.23) are both equal to 2ab1 2 ⊗g L . Therefore the condition 2 is equivalent to ab = 1.P.
Remark. Here we explain why each of conditions (2.22)-(2.23) (expressing equalities of 32 × 2 matrices) leads to only one numerical condition. Let us begin with (2.22). In virtue of (2.18), (2.19) 
Hence (N 1 ⊗ 1 4 )N 2 can be nonzero only in first two components of (2.24). Moreover, using the remarks after (2.25) of [7] , R L + 1 16 kills the second component of (2.24) and the LHS of (2.22) intertwines c w with c w ⊗ I (here I denotes the trivial subrepresentation of L ⊗ L). The same is true for the RHS (cf. (1.23) ). Such intertwinners are represented by numbers and (2.22) is equivalent to one numerical condition. We treat (2.23) in a similar way.
Our remarks are valid in particular in the classical case.
, which is equivalent to scaling of the undotted spinor. Therefore we may set a = b = 1 and obtain
where A i are given by (2.9).
In particular cases one gets:
2)6)
4)
In the following we shall study the analogues of certain sesquilinear expressions which appear in the standard Dirac theory. They involve the gamma matrix γ 0 . But in the deformed case the corresponding matrix will be in general different from γ 0 and denoted by A. We set
* form a basis dual to the standard basis ε a of C 4 . We shall prove that expressions likeφφ and deformed Lagrangian L =φ(i∂ / − m)φ transform themselves in the same way as in the standard theory:
Proof. Using (2.5) and (2.4), we notice that
Applying the hermitian conjugation, one obtains c wK TwT = K T . These two equations and (2.3) giveḠ
and (2.28) follows. Replacing χ by (i∂ /−m)χ and using (2.7), one gets (2.29). P.
Remark. We were not able to get a similar fact forφγ i φ. In particular cases K equals:
Solutions of the Dirac equation and momenta
In this section we use [8] to get (in certain cases) formal solutions of the Dirac equation. We introduce the momenta for spin 1/2 particles. They have good transformation properties, commute with the Dirac operator, are selfadjoint w.r.t. the inner product introduced in Section 2 and in general differ from momenta for spin 0 particles. Unfortunately, only in some cases they are diagonalizable with real eigenvalues. Considerations in this section are largely formal (except of Proposition 3.1).
In the case when the Lorentz group is classical (case 1), t = 1), we get R = τ . Then we obtain formal solutions of the Dirac equation (i∂ / − m)φ = 0 (m ≥ 0) as in the case 2. of Section 4 of [8] . In these cases metric tensor g = diag(1, −1, −1, −1) and the gamma matrices
are classical. Solutions have form φ = v ⊗ e −ix a pa (according to the conventions of our paper, we use a different order of tensor product than in [8] ) where p a are real numbers and v is a solution of
and P j ∈ R obtained from p i as in [8] . We solve (3.1) as in the standard theory: for m > 0 we get
for m = 0 one has
if all P i = 0 -unphysical case). Now let us consider the case 1. of Section 4 of [8] (for Z = 0). In addition to gamma matrices we need also * -algebra F and its * -representations π in Hilbert spaces H with bases e k , k ∈ K. We recall that F is generated by
(we assume that it is a number, which holds e.g. for π irreducible as in [8] ).
In the following we limit ourselves to the cases 1)-2) of Section 1. Then g ab are real, x ⊗ p is selfadjoint, e −ix⊗p unitary and the components of ϕ are bounded (since the summation over s will be finite). Set
We have found the following admissible π: 1)a) π abd in l 2 (Z) with orthonormal basis e n , n ∈ Z, defined by π abd (A)e n = t −2n ae n , π abd (B)e n = be n−1 ,
2)a) π ad in l 2 (N) with orthonormal basis e n , n ∈ N, defined by π ad (A)e n = c 2 (a + nd)e n , π ad (B)e n = cdn 1/2 e n−1 ,
After some computations one finds U, v and finally solutions ϕ of the Dirac equation i∂ /ϕ = mϕ (m ≥ 0). They are (up to linear combinations) as follows:
(we have omitted unphysical case a = b = 0 when ϕ = ρ ⊗ ϕ 11 with any ρ ∈ C 4 ). Now we shall pass to the momenta for spin 1/2 particles (in general case). Let us recall that for spin 0 particles the momenta were defined as P j = i∂ j and partial derivatives ∂ j can be also obtained by ∂ j = (Y j ⊗id)Ψ (see (1.22) ). It suggests to define the momenta for spin 1/2 particles as
2)
This choice is justified by the following Proposition 3.1 Let us define∂ j as in (3.3) . Theñ
Remark. Proposition 3.1 is valid for any homogeneous quantum space endowed with the action of inhomogeneous quantum group in the sense of [8] (withF = 0). Equation (3.4) implies that (up to technical difficulties) the deformed momenta are well defined in the space of solutions of the Dirac equation (i∂ / − m)φ = 0 (m ≥ 0). Equation (3.5) means that the momenta for spin 1/2 particles transform themselves in the same way as the momenta for spin 0 particles (cf. (1.18) ).
Proof. We set (cf. (1.22) )
Applying Y j ⊗ id or X j k ⊗ id to (2.7), we get (3.4) and
Next we are going to prove a ∈ B. For a ∈ A (3.8) is trivial while (3.9) follows from (1.19), (1.5) of [6] and invertibility of S. For a = y s (3.8) is trivial while (3.9) follows from (1.19),(1.20) and (3.60) of [6] (p i are called y i now). But the set of a ∈ B satisfying (3.8), (3.9) is an algebra (use the homomorphism property of X of (1.21)). Therefore (3.8), (3.9) follow for all a ∈ B.
Moreover, using (2.2), one obtains (id ⊗Ψ)Ψ = (∆ ⊗ id)Ψ. In the same way, using (id ⊗ Ψ)Ψ = (∆ ⊗ id)Ψ, one can also get (1.11)-(1.12) of [8] . P.
Using the properties of X and (2.2), one gets 
(acting on φ = ε a ⊗ x b or φ = ε a ⊗ I). It means that in general momenta depend on spin.
Let us return to the general case. Set
identifying ϕ nl with e n one can representP t as operators in C 4 ⊗ H = (C 2 ⊗ H) ⊕ (C 2 ⊗ H) such that modifying the definition of∂ m . However, one checks that it is not possible to get always (in all cases 1)2)) diagonalizability with real spectrum (without spoiling the other properties ofP m ) by choosing another ansatz of the form ∂ m = M m j ⊗ ∂ j (M m j ∈ C, M m j ≡ 0).
